In this paper, we discuss the properties of simple modules over Auslander regular rings with global dimension at most 3. Using grade theory, we show the right projective dimension of Ext Λ (S, Λ) is equal to 1 for any simple Λ-module S with gr S = . As a result, we give some equivalent characterization of diagonal Auslander regular rings.
Introduction
Recall from [1, Theorem 3.7] that an Artin algebra Λ is called to be n-Gorenstein if l.pd I i (Λ) ≤ i holds for any integer ≤ i ≤ n − . Λ is an Auslander-regular ring if Λ is n-Gorenstein for any integer n ≥ and gl.dim Λ < ∞.
It is known to all that n-Gorenstein rings admit left-right symmetric properties and this kind of rings play an important role in homological algebras and representation theory of algebras as well as many other elds (see [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] among others). In [9] , O. Iyama introduced a kind of special n-Gorenstein rings-diagonal Auslander regular rings, that is, Auslander regular ring Γ is said to be diagonal if any non-zero direct summand I of I i (Γ ) satis es the left at dimension of I i (Γ ) = i. These rings are closely related to the representation theory of partially ordered sets, vector space categories, and orders over complete discrete valuation rings (See [10] [11] ).
Simple modules are important research objects and many properties of rings are determined by them. So, it is nice to study properties of simple modules over Auslander regular rings. Moreover, motivated by the work of O. Iyama, we use grade theory to study the properties of diagonal Auslander regular rings. In section 2, we study the properties of simple modules over Auslander regular ring with gl.dim Λ ≤ . As an application, we give some equivalent characterization of diagonal Auslander regular rings. Our results will be helpful to understand Auslander regular rings better.
Throughout this paper, Λ is an artin algebra and all the modules we considered are nitely generated. We use mod Λ(resp. mod Λ op ) to denote the category of nitely generated Λ-modules(resp. Λ op -modules). We put ( ) * ∶= Hom Λ ( , Λ) and for any integer n ≥
the projective dimension of a right module M I i (M):
the (i + )-th term in a minimal injective resolution of a module M gr M:
the strong grade of M, de ned by inf{gr N for any N ⊆ M}
Properties of simple modules and diagonal Auslander regular ring
The following results are useful in our statements, for the sake of the readability, we list them as lemmas.
Lemma 2.1 ([12, Lemma1]). Let R be any ring. M is a R-module and → M → I (M) → I (M) → ⋯ a minimal injective resolution for M. Then, for a simple R-module S and n
> , Ext n R (S, M) ≅ Hom R (S, I n (M)).
Lemma 2.2 ([12, Proposition 7]). Let R be a Gorenstein ring with self-injective dimension n. Then for a simple left R-module S, if S is a submodule of I n (R), S never appears in soc(
I i (R)) for all i ≠ n.
Lemma 2.3 ([8, Theorem 1.2]). Let Λ be an n-Gorenstein noetherian algebra and
op with gr Y ≥ l, and E l ○ E l is isomorphic to the identity functor.
Lemma 2.4 ([8, Theorem 1.3]).
Let Λ be an n-Gorenstein noetherian algebra and ≤ l ≤ n. Then F l gives a duality between simple Λ-modules X with gr X = l and that of Λ op , and F l ○ F l is isomorphic to the identity
For any A ∈ mod Λ, there exists a projective presentation in mod Λ:
Then we get an exact sequence
Recall from [13] that Coker f * is called a transpose of A, and denoted by Tr A. We remark that the transpose of A depends on the choice of the projective presentation of A, but it is unique up to projective equivalence (see [13] ). By [13, Proposition 2.6], we have the following two useful exact sequences:
The following result plays an important role in this paper.
Proposition 2.5. Let Λ be an Auslander regular ring with gl.dim Λ ≤ and S be a simple Λ-module with gr S = . Then r.pd E (S) = gr E (S) = .
Proof. Let ⋯ → P → P → E (S) → be a projective resolution of E (S) in mod Λ op and L = Im(P → P ).
Then by [1, Theorem 3.7] , gr E (S) ≥ and we get an exact sequence → P * → L * → E E (S) → in mod Λ. Taking (, Λ), we have the following exact sequence in mod Λ op :
). We get the following commutative diagram with exact rows:
where h is induced by the natural morphisms σ L and σ P . It is easy to see the morphism h is an epimorphism. Moreover, there is an exact sequence → E (Tr L) → E (S) → H → by snake lemma and the sequence (1). Denote S r = F (S), we claim that E (Tr L) = . By Lemma 2.4, F is a duality between simple Λ-module S with gr S = and that of Λ op . So we have gr S r = . If E (Tr L) ≠ , S r will be a submodule of E (Tr L) and hence gr S r ≥ by [1, Theorem 3.7] and [9, Lemma 2.3(2)], a contradiction will arise. So we have L ≅ L * * and H ≅ E (S).
By Lemma 2.3, we get E (S) ≅ E E E (S). This derives that E (Tr L) ≅ E (L *
= by the exactness of the sequence → H → E E E (S) → E (L * ) → . Then the facts E i (Tr L) = for any i ≥ and gl.dim Λ ≤ yield that Tr L is projective. So we have L is projective and r.pd E (S) ≤ . It follows that r.pd E (S) = gr E (S) = .
We have the following useful result.
Corollary 2.6. Let Λ be an Auslander regular ring with gl.dim Λ ≤ and S be a simple Λ-module with gr S = . Then l.pd E E (S) = gr E E (S) = .
Proof. By Proposition 2.5, we get r.pd E (S) = gr E (S) = . Let → Q → Q → E (S) → be any projective resolution of E (S). Taking ( , Λ), we have a projective resolution of E E (S) in mod Λ:
Because gr E (S) = , we get that l.pd E E (S) = . Moreover, we have gr E E (S) ≥ by [1, Theorem 3.7] . So we are done.
Let S be any simple module with gr S = . Lemma 2.4 shows that the socle of E (S) is simple, denoted by S r , and there is an exact sequence → S r → E (S) → N → with gr N ≥ . On the other hand, we always have → S → S * * → E (Tr S) → for any S with gr S = . It is easy to see that gr E (Tr S) ≥ gr S + . Then, it is natural to ask: does this hold true for any simple module with gr S = ? The following result shows the relationship between S and E E (S). That is, we have Theorem 2.7. Let Λ be an Auslander regular ring with gl.dim Λ ≤ and S be a simple Λ-module with gr S = . Then there exists K ∈ mod Λ with gr K ≥ such that → S → E E (S) → K → is exact.
by snake lemma. By [9, Lemma 2.3(2)] and the exactness of sequence ( * * ), we have gr K ≥ . Applying (−, Λ) on the exact sequence ( * ), we get the following long exact sequence in mod Λ op :
By Corollary 2.6, we have l.pd E E (S) = and, therefore, E E E (S) = . So the facts E (K) = and
Now we x our sight on diagonal rings. We have the following ( ) ⇒ ( ) Suppose Λ is diagonal. Let S be any simple Λ-module with l.pd S = k. Then one gets that E k (S) ≠ . By Lemma 2.1, S can be embedded into I k (Λ). So, S will never appear in I i (Λ) for any i ≠ k. Applying Lemma 2.1 again, we get gr S = k. That is, S ≅ E k E k (S).
( ) ⇒ ( ) Suppose any simple Λ-module S with l.pd S = k satis es S ≅ E k E k (S) for any k ≥ . Then by [1, Theorem 3.7] , we get gr S ≥ k. Hence S can not be embedded into any term of the minimal injective resolution except for I k (Λ). That is to say, Λ is diagonal.
